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31 workforce. This is the need of the hour. But the only way to attain it is 

by providing quality and affordable childcare, Creating Cultural 
Support systems . providing work flexibility to bring peace and 
happiness to all working mothers.Let the dilemma of a working mother 
be solved by taking some thoughtful decisions and actions. 

Cyber Crime and the Working Women: 
A Critical Overview 

'sN ueyqued 0 
49udos 

ndie 
Dr. Vasant D. Satpute 

Principal 
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After the independence, women did have a great access to World Economic Forum ,The Global Gender Gap Report 
higher education. As a result, they have been employed in great extent 

in organized and unorganized sector. The policies of the government 

inspired women to work in the sectors where men only were considered 
to be the competent. This helped in empowering the women at great 

extent. However these new avenues created number of problems before 
the working women. The issue is being considered as serious and need 
to be discussed at great extent. The frequent incidents of eve teasing, 
sexual harassment through various mediums at work place in particular 
are a warming bell for all of us. 

2017. 
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Our society frequently talk of the gender equality but it's a 
matter of great concern when we look into its reality. The seriousness 
of the sexual harassment at workplace has been highlighted through the 
ME TO0" movement that came into limelight recently. Working 
women have to face number of problems in their day to day life. Cyber 
crime is a new problem, which emerged recently, women are facing 

today. The present research paper attempts to study the nature and 

types of cyber crime employed to defame and harass the women. The 

researcher has attempted to suggest certain remedies to avoid falling 
prey to such crimes. 

Our ancient scriptures and Vedas regard women at high place 
She is considered as a creator (Janani) and worshipped as 'Devi' or 

Goddess. We have number of evidences in the history where 

matriarchy had been in existence and she controlled the family in 
successful manner. The emergence of the Manusmruti changed the 
social structure. It couldn't control the balance between male and 
female. She is being considered as weak, feeble and secondary to men 
and remained as mere sex object. Gender inequality gave birth to 
various problems which disturbed the communal harmony. The male 
psyche always seeks the upper hand over the female. A wrongdoer 

believes that no law can penalize them for the wrong doings against the 
females. Cyber crime is a new weapon; the culprits have got in recent 

days. 
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bully the victim women. It becomes very difficult to idenify the 
harasser because such people create accounts with fake identity. In 
most of the cases a culprit can be a fellow worker. 
sexual favours, making sexually colored remarks, forcibly showing 
pornography or any other unwelcome physical, verbal or non verbal 
conduct of sexual nature come under the term sexual harassment which 
is liable to receive the penal action as per the Criminal law amendment 
bill 2013. 

In the 21" century, with the advent of the Information 

hnology. our life became easy. The new technology allows us to 
ect with people all over the world and exchange our ideas at great 

extent. Today we are familiar with whats app, facecbook, instagram. 
twitter, blog, websites etc. We are performing our day today 
transactions via internet. The transactions like money transfer, ticket 
booking, bills pay, online shopping, various recharges etc being done 
through internet banking or other apps. These apps need our personal 

information for verification purpose which, most of the time, results in 
making our personal information public. Besides the advantage, we do 
have many disadvantages too of using internet. We often read in 
newspapers that a person is being duped by somebody while 
performing online banking, at ATMs, a woman or girl is being harassed 
by using her photo image in a objectionable way etc. Such malicious 
activities performed by the wrongdoers come under the term Cyber 

Crime' 

A demand for 

Cyber stalking is one of the frequently used medium of 
defaming and terrorizing somebody by keeping watch on the victim's 
online accounts and following the victim by entering the chat rooms, 
bombarding the victims with emails etc. Cyber stalks usually attack 
women by stalking the women's websites, chat rooms and emails. The 
objective of the cyber stalker behind such crime is sexual harassment 
obsession for love, revenge, hate, ego, power etc. In cyber 
pornography, the harasser puts the sexual material on the website. 
Since the working women are greatly exposed to public life, it is 
expected that their information and images on their personal profile can 
be misused by the harasser by morphing the personal photos. This can 
be used to blackmail the women. Many times the harasser makes MMS 
videos out of this information and makes it public to defame somebody. 

The following are some of the remedies or suggestions to keep 

The term cyber crime does mean that any unlawful activity of 

the user with the intention of deceiving or defaming somebody. This 

offence can be done against individuals or group of individuals with a 

crime motive to intentionally harm the reputation of the victim or cause 

physical or mental harm to the victim directly or indirectly. The term 
cyber crime covers crimes such as phishing, spoofing, DOS attack, 
credit card fraud, online transaction fraud, cyber defamation, child 
pormography, kidnapping a person using chat rooms, stalking a person 
using internet as medium, unauthorized access to computer system, 

cyber terrorism, creation and distribution of virus. spamming etc. Cyber 
crime can be against a person, property, government and society. 
Comparing to men, women and children are easily falling prey to cyber 

crimes. The number Netizens are increasing day by day. Reliance Jio 

made a revolution in the list of internet service providers by making it 
cheaper and affordable to common people. Along with the grownups, 
school boys and girls are using Android phones and enjoying its 
privileges. Cyber crime against the women had been the new 
phenomenon that has become more pervasive. New internet users fail 
to understand the vices of the internet and hence they fall prey to cyber 
criminals. Women in general and the working women in particular face 
the following types of cyber crimes. 

away from being duped in such crimes. 
1. One must safeguard our social networking account so that it is 

not hacked or compromised. Always keep the two factor 
authentication to login in to your account. 
These days, it has become very easy to procure SIM cards by 
providing fake identities; wrongdoers can misuse such SIMs 
for cyber crime purpose. Immediate action on such crimes will 
save us from future loss.

nesh Since working women are always under the surveillance of 
CCTV cameras, they should behave in responsible manner at 
public places, because CCTV footages can be misused for 
making obscene videos. 
Awareness programmes to be undertaken at workin 
about the cyber culture. It seems that people are very causal 
while using social media. 
Women must not keep the family photos as their profile 
pictures, which becomes easier for the wrongdoer to morph it. 

6. One must be very cautious about keeping the ATM pins and 
mobile banking passwords confidential. 

7. Women are advised not to response to the fraudulent callers 
mailers and tell pins and passwords on phone and in person. 

places 

5, In Cyber harassment, the harasser uses emails or facebook in 
the fake identity and harasses the women by publishing the material 
containing sexually explicit act in electronic form. The harasser uses 
the information provided by us in our profile or by other means. 
Working women easily fall prey to this during their travel to office or 
even at work place. The culprits of the crime blackmail threaten and 
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32 
Avoid responding to spam messages and unauthentic apps 

who seek your personal information for mischievous purpose. 
8. 

Problems Faced by Women in Workplace: 

How to Solve the Challenges Change the privacy seltings of your social media account and 

ensure that your posts are visible to your friends or followers

only. 
10. You nmust never allow any computer to remember you 

password and always sign off to your account 
11. Always use the cyber-safety and cyber awareness handle 

maintained by the minister of Home affairs, Government of 
India to avoid being victim of the crime. 

9. 

Varma Priya Parashram Varma Vishal Parashram 
Asst. Professor 

Dayanand college of Commerce, Latur 

Asst. Professor 

Dayanand college of Commerce, Latur 

Introduction: 
In India, men do not share on most of the household chores, it 

The above mentioned remedies will prove as great asset to everyone in 

general and working women in particular. A little care will save us 

from great loss. 

is women who have to cook, clean the house, do the dishes, wash 

clothes, get their children ready for school etc. Men just took care of 

few chores that are to be dealt outside the house. So the major burden 

of running the family is on the shoulders of women. With their 

increasing need for getting some income for the family, they have to 

work all the more harder. They have to take up 9 to 5 job plus handle 

all the household chores that they handled as a homemaker. Man's role 

has not changed much. 
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4. Indian women are for more independent & aware of their legal 

rights, such as, right to work; equal treatment, property & maintenance, 

a majority of women remain unaware of these rights. There are other 

factors that affect their quality of life, such as age of marriage, extent of 

literacy, role in the family & so on. In many families, women do not 

have a voice in anything while in several families the women, may 

have dominating role. Woman's are now come forwards out of their 

houses to earn and break free form all stereotypes that confine women 

to live inside a *"chaardeewari".In normal ife we can found that 

2018. 
5. Twitterhandle@cyberdost. cybercrime.gov.in 

women's are working in different areas a life like pilots, in banks and 

company executives etc. Shortly side by side with male earner, women 

are also tried to support their families and earing for themselves with 

successful careers. While performing the role of working women, they 
may face numbers of problems. This research work undertakesto study 

the problems faced by working women in India. Here some of the 

biggest challenges faced by working women in India. 

Objectives of the Study: 
. To study the problems faced by working women in India. 

PRINCIPAL 
Late Ramesh Werpudkar (ACS) 
College, Sonpeth Dist. Parbhani 

To suggest remedies regarding how to solve the problems a 

working women's. 
2 

Methodology: 
1. Primarydata:- Data was collected from working women of private 
& public sector including hospitals, colleges & schools and other 

companies.
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